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Two-module angle 45x45mm adapter for 2xRJ45/2xRJ12, white 

code: DC/SIP-30AIN2 

 
 
Description and Technical Characteristics of the Product: 

adapter in 45x45 standard, size 45x45 (two modules) for EmiterNet 

keystone type ICT sockets. Designed for the installation of two sockets. 

Installation of the adapter by snapping into UCHKP quick-mount bracket, 

OBUK surface-mount enclosure, RAMK masking frame. 

 

Markings: 

Two-module angle 45x45mm adapter for 2xRJ45/2xRJ12, white; 

code: DC/SIP-30AIN2 

 

Products compatible with the adapter: 

UTP RJ45 socket Cat.5e keystone white, code: DC/FA-682MK-8-C5E 

UTP RJ45 socket Cat.6 keystone white, code: FU/FA-2630AK-8-C6 

UTP RJ12 socket Cat.3 keystone white, code: DC/FA-356A-6 

UTP RJ45 socket Cat.5e keystone blue, code: DCN/FA-682MK-8-C5E 

UTP RJ45 Cat.5e keystone socket blue (tool-free), code: DCN/FA-S682MK-8-C5E 

UTP RJ45 socket Cat.6 keystone blue, code: DCN/FA-1090-8-C6 

UTP RJ45 Cat.6 keystone socket blue (tool-free), slim code: EM/UQK-C6 

STP RJ45 Cat.6 keystone socket blue (tool-free) slim code: EM/SQKSS-C6 

STP RJ45 Cat.6A keystone socket blue (tool-free) slim code: EM/SQKSS-C6A 

 

Technical parameters: 

Mechanical: 

colours: white 

dimensions (W x H): 45x45mm 

material: ABS 

Notes: 

 

1. At the design stage, take into account the different depths of sockets and the different ways to route and connect the 

wires, and thus the amount of space required to maintain the proper bending radii and to have sufficient wire length 

available, since the adapter with the socket(s) installed may not be compatible with some products such as the mounting 

box, duct, etc. 

2. The adapters are not suitable for sockets other than RJ12/R45, such as HDMI/BNC, etc. In these cases, our other 

adapters should be used,  especially those without the dust cap. 

3. Due to the possibility of different product combinations, it is recommended to check this or contact the technical 

department before installation. 
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We have made every effort to ensure that the information presented is accurate and complete. However, we are not 
responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the data and, in particular, we cannot guarantee that this specification 
does not contain errors or mistakes. The information contained in this specification may be changed at any time without 
notice. 
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